
  As strange as it may sound Jesus never asked anyone if they wanted to be a 
“Christian”.  Rather, His invitation can be wrapped up in two words: “Follow me” (Mt. 
9:9).  Those who followed and embraced His teaching were known as DISCIPLES.  
DISCIPLES devoted their lives to obeying the teaching of Jesus and were 
commissioned to go and train others to live the same way (Mt. 28:19-20).  Those who 
never made the decision to model their lives after Christ also have a Biblical name.  
They were known simply as the “CROWD”.  The move from CROWD member to 
DISCIPLE entails five things.

R - Receive His salvation
  Every DISCIPLE must personally trust Jesus’ finished work on the cross for the 
forgiveness of their sins.  Each must understand and believe that Christ’s sacrifice 
and not their own good works are the single path to salvation.

Further Study: Jh 1:11-12, 3:16-18, Eph 1:7, 2:8-9, Rom 10:9-10, 1 Pet 1:8-9

E - Enlist in His body
  Every DISCIPLE participates in Jesus’ church.  The church defined by the Scriptures 
is the community of people committed to Jesus (that’s right - the church is actual 
people).  Part of God’s plan for you is to be loved, taught, and served by His people and 
to reciprocate towards others.  Christ modeled this by surrounding Himself with a 
community of twelve men.  Within REACH, this is best experienced by committing 
yourself to a 2:42 church.

Further Study: Rom 12:4-8, 1 Jh 3:14, Heb 10:24-25, 1 Cor 12:12-27

Are You a Disciple?



A - Abide in His presence
  When the Son of God wanted to describe the kind of relationship that we were to 
have with Him, He told a parable in which He was a vine and each of His 
DISCIPLES were branches (Jn. 15).  This parable describes the absolute reliance 
of the branches on the vine for life and fruitfulness.    This imagery displays the 
continual, living relationship we have with our Lord.  In a DISCIPLE’S life this is 
experienced through consistent study of Scripture, prayer, confession, and 
worship.

Further Study: Jn. 15:4-7, 8:31-32, Col 3:16, Lk 10:38-42, Act 2:42, 6:4

C - Contribute to His cause
  Following Jesus affects every area of a DISCIPLE’S life (even two of the most 
difficult - their pocketbooks and their time).  The normative practice for most of 
Biblical and Church history has been for DISCIPLES to contribute ten percent or 
more of their income to God.  Scripture instructs us to use this for supporting 
overseers (1 Tim 5:17-18) and caring for the needy (Acts 4:34-35).  

  Every DISCIPLE has the same call, which is to proclaim the Gospel.  Kingdom 
work takes time and requires DISCIPLES to order their lives in such a way that 
they, “seek first his kingdom.” (Mt. 6:33)

Further Study: Pro 3:9-10, Act 2:45, 4:34-35, Mt 28:19-20, 1 Pt 2:9, 4:10-11, Act 1:8

H - Heed His commands
  “If you love me, you will obey what I command.” (Jn. 14:15)  According to Jesus, 
obedience is the result of truly loving Him.  Discipleship is the on-going process of 
conforming your entire life to obeying Jesus.    This is a process, which assumes 
that from time to time there will be struggle.  The orientation of every DISCIPLE’S 
life is fixed on conforming to the life and teaching of Jesus.

Further Study: Jh 14:18, 1 Jh 3:23-24, Mt 7:21, 16:24-26, 28:20, Rom 6:16-18

Jesus had a final criterion for discipleship that is commonly overlooked.  In John 
13:35, Jesus reminded His disciples that from the world’s point of view love is the 
only compelling proof of discipleship.  As Paul puts it in 1 Cor. 13, discipleship 
without love is “of no value whatsoever” (v.3).


